FAQS WILDLIFE LINKAGE ASSESSMENTS

I.

General Questions
Why are we thinking about wildlife movement across roads?

Wildlife species rely on connected landscapes to migrate seasonally, maintain genetic flow, respond to
climate change, and access food, water, and shelter.
What do I need to know to assess a wildlife linkage?
Follow the Forest’s success relies on your local knowledge and observations. More than in-depth
knowledge, we ask that you bring a desire to learn, the curiosity to ask questions, and attention to
details. Our easy-to-use and accessible form will guide you through assessing the linkage’s viability for
migrating wildlife and next steps for securing the linkage. We encourage you to be creative and
aspirational in your proposed solutions.
What do I need to bring with me?

● Phone (with survey & map)
● Reflective clothing
What if I prefer pen and paper?

● Printout of the linkage assessment form from the website; printed map; hard surface to write on
● Reflective clothing
● Phone or camera.
To print the map, visit our linkages map and click on the print icon to generate a PDF of the linkage.
Which maps should I use while out in the field?
You have access to our online “Wildlife Linkages Map” through our website. We also encourage you to
download the ArcGIS Field Maps App on your phone. When you open the app, select “Skip Sign In.” In
the search bar, search for “Follow the Forest.” You will find a map titled, “Follow the Forest Linkages – For
Field Maps” which will track your location as you assess the linkage.
Where do I send the completed assessment?
Input your answers and pictures to the survey form on our website.
What do these assessments lead to?
The data gathered on linkages helps us refine conservation priorities and guide restoration efforts. This
could include stewardship projects such as invasive species management or retrofitting a culvert to
improve habitat connectivity. This can also be a great tool for approaching planning and zoning boards

about creating more mindful infrastructure that will not impede wildlife movement. Certain linkages
require further observation such as the placement of wildlife cameras.
What if I think the linkage needs to be moved or reconfigured?
That’s great! This exercise was created because it is challenging to refine wildlife linkages. You might
realize the linkage is not where we suspected it was. Here are a few possible outcomes:
#1: The linkage shape drawn on the map is accurate and
stays as is. Yay!
#2: The linkage gets moved slightly or changes shape.
Draw the change you see. To help with this, we
encourage you to consult our online map or the ArcGIS
Field Maps App while out in the field.
#3: The linkage gets broken down into multiple linkages.
Sometimes the original oval is very large and there are
clear, significant barriers to wildlife movement or
multiple roads to cross that require the linkage to be
broken into multiple sub-linkages. In this case, draw the
sub-linkages on your map and fill out one form for each.
You can number the linkages by taking the potential
habitat linkage ID and adding a decimal (e.g. 000.1)

II.

Form Questions
What is the “Potential Linkage ID”?

This is how we know which linkage you assessed. Visit the linkages map on our website – each red oval
has a number overlaying it (ie. 10.00).
What is the “Core Forest ID”?
This is how we know which core forests the linkage is connecting. The green blocks on both sides of the
linkage display the 6-digit Core Forest ID.
Is there protected land within the linkage?
You can find out whether there is protected land within the linkage by turning on layers on the map
using the
icon. If you are in Northwest Connecticut, turn on the “Litchfield Hills Greenprint
Protected Lands” layer. If you are in Massachusetts, turn on the “MA Protected and Recreational Open
Space” layer. If you are in New York, turn on the “NY Protected Lands Database” layer.
How many tax parcels are within the linkage?
On the map, turn on the appropriate parcel layer (Northwest CT parcels, NY parcels, etc) and count the
number of parcels within the linkage. An estimate is fine.

What do you mean by “is the linkage funneled into a pinch point or an area where wildlife
movement is spread out”?
In assessing linkages across the FtF region, we’ve found that some areas offer wildlife more limited
options than others. Pinch-points are areas where wildlife gets funneled between forests due to dense
development or where the topography is such that there is only a small area where wildlife can cross.
Pinch-points are areas that, if further compromised, could disproportionately restrict wildlife movement.
In other scenarios, there is a fair amount of forest cover, or farmlands with forested borders, where
wildlife have a fair amount of room to move. These are areas where wildlife movement is spread out.
How do you define little, scattered, or dense development?
This is in the eye of the beholder and depends on your location. Questions like this are why we include
room for notes, so you can justify your answer. Little development might be just a few houses
throughout the linkage that have little impact on wildlife movement. Scattered development might be a
rural residential road with more houses along the road but still plenty of natural habitat cover. Dense
development might be an area where there are many houses with fewer blocks of natural cover types.
These categories will often be relative to the amount of development where you live.
What is a vernal pool?
These will be most recognizable in the spring to early summer. They are temporary wetlands that (1) do
not hold water permanently, and (2) are free of breeding populations of fish. They provide important
habitat benefits for many animals, especially amphibians. Many amphibians require upland forest for a
portion of their life cycle and migrate to vernal pools during the first night-time rains in spring to mate.
What is the difference between mowing, brush clearing, and pruning?
Mowing: this would generally relate to grass and/or meadows (or other herbaceous plants).
Brush clearing: This is a next step up from mowing – removal of shrubs and other woody plants.
Pruning: Removal of branches or topping of trees, often performed along utility lines or roads.
What are invasive plants?
An invasive plant is one that is non-native and able to establish itself on many sites, grow quickly, and
spread to the point of disrupting native plant communities or ecosystems (definition from USDA NRCS).
Invasives frequently grow in dense patches, which can compromise wildlife movement along roads. A
few common invasive plants that you may be familiar with include barberry, multiflora rose, winged
euonymus, and mugwort.
What if I’m not sure about the best answer to a question?
That’s okay! Answer the question to the best of your ability and add an explanation in the notes section.
The more notes you provide, the better we can understand your thought process. Pictures help too!

